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Buying 
Guidelines. 
So before we go into the individual 

weapons we can establish 

some general buying guidelines 

in regards to firearms. These 

guidelines often transfer between 

different classifications of firearms 

to pistols, revolvers, semi auto 

fighting rifles, bolt rifle actions, 

etc. So the first thing to do before 

begin shopping is to know just a 

few things about firearms. 

Caliber.
People get stuck on this one 

more than anything else. Some 

people will swear up and down 

the 45 ACP for pistols will drop a 

man in a single shot, and there is 

no other reason to carry anything 

else. The same goes for rifles, 

some suggest the 5.56 can’t 

yards or so. That being said an 

AR 15 in its relatively small caliber 

may be a poor choice for hunting 

large or dangerous game with. 

So a prepper needs to 

differentiate between what’s 

defensive, and what’s for hunting. 

For some new preppers who do 

not have a history with firearms 

they may be a bit lost when 

choosing firearms for prepping 

and survival. So throughout this 

guide we are going over some of 

the basics of firearms to help give 

you a bit of advice on firearms. 

Not to tell you what to buy, but to 

give you an idea of where to start 

and what your options are.

A firearm is the best way to 

equalize forces. A firearm can 

do what no martial art, melee 

weapon, or any other weapon 

can do, a firearm can equalize a 

fight. It doesn’t matter how much 

you weigh, how old you are, or 

your gender; with a firearm you 

are equal. 

Prepper can find use for a variety 

of different weapons outside 

defense, like hunting. However, 

some weapons do not interchange 

well between hunting and fighting 

weapons. For example a bolt 

action, scoped rifle is excellent 

for hunting, but may be a poor 

fighting weapon inside of 300 

Firearms and Preppers

T he firearm and prepper relationship is one that 

is intrinsically connected and woven together. 

A large portion of modern prepping involves 

firearms. Having a firearm is the best way to defend 

yourself during a post collapse situation. 
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compared to a Glock or Smith 

and Wesson M&P. Both of these 

weapons are painfully common, 

and the magazines, sight options, 

and accessory market are 

overblown with quality options. 

These weapons are also well 

known, and have an excellent 

reputation for reliability. If you are 

ever curious about the quality of a 

firearm a quick Google search will 

reveal a wide variety of different 

reviews and viewpoints regarding 

the weapon.

QUICK EXAMPLES 

HANDGUNS -Glock, Smith 

and Wesson, Sig Sauer

RIFLES - Serbian PAP AKs, 

Smith and Wesson ARs, Sig 

Sauer rifles, Arsenal AKs, 

Daniel Defense ARs.

The Bare Necessities.
If you can only buy a single, 

solitary weapon I would 

suggest buy a semi automatic, 

moderately powered rifle that 

can feed from at least a 20 

round magazine. However, 

I understand different states 

and localities have different 

laws regarding magazines so 

I suggest the largest capac-

Outside of the 7.62 x 39, and 

7.62 x 54R I suggest keeping to 

American calibers. There are a 

lot of great guns out there that 

are well built, reliable, and even 

affordable, but they may operate 

off an old round that may be 

difficult or expensive to find. These 

rounds include the 7.62 Tokarev 

and 9mm Makarov, good rounds 

in their own right, but they can be 

expensive and uncommon. 

Manufacturer.
When choosing a firearm you need 

to insure you are choosing one 

from a reputable manufacturer; 

manufacturer that is well known, 

and possibly supplies police 

and military sources. Everyone 

likes to save a buck, and maybe 

that cheaper gun has a lifetime 

warranty, but how good is that 

warranty in a SHTF situation? 

Manufacturer Support
I suggest a well-known 

manufacturer with lots of 

aftermarket support. For example, 

I love my CZ P09, it’s an excellent 

pistol, large capacity, night sights, 

and accurate. However, the 

magazine for it are hard to find 

and expensive. So it may not be 

the best choice for SHTF when 

drop a man. Luckily, this isn’t true. 

I suggest finding a caliber you can 

personally become proficient with 

and invest in that caliber. 

I suggest this because shot 

placement is more important that 

caliber size. The vital organs of 

the human body do not know the 

difference between calibers. A 

shot to the heart will be a shot to 

the heart regardless of if it’s 45 

ACP, 9mm, 5.56, or even 50 BMG. 

Dead is dead. You need a capable 

enough caliber, and I always 

suggest the minimum being the 

5.56 NATO. Calibers like the 22 

long rifle can kill for sure, but a rim 

fire is not as reliable as a center 

fire cartridge. 

I suggest choosing a common, 

affordable, and widely available 

caliber. This will aid in acquiring and 

affording an ammunition stockpile. 

Common calibers include: 

•	 Handgun Calibers - 9mm, 

45 ACP, 40 S&W, 38 Special, 

357 Magnum, 380 ACP

•	 RIfle Calibers - 308, 30-06 

5.56, .223, 7.62 x 39, 7.62 x 

54R

These calibers vary in price, but 

are common enough to be found 

in any gun store, or big box store. 
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rounds pre loaded onto what’s 

called a stripper clip is a capable 

reloading device with practice. 

The ammunition used is 

considered intermediate. This 

ammunition is not necessarily 

high powered, but is capable of 

taking medium game animals, 

and is suitable for self-defense. 

An intermediate cartridge is a step 

down from a full power round, and 

features tame recoil. This lack of 

recoil allows for the weapon to 

be fired in a rapid and accurate 

manner. This ammunition varies, 

but the most common variants are 

7.63 x 39, 5.56, and .223. Other 

rounds that can be considered 

are 6.5 Grendel, 6.8 Special, 300 

Blackout, and 5.45 x 39, although 

these rounds are not nearly as 

common or cost efficient.

a rifle, but a pistol can be hidden 

easily. So we will cover the bare 

necessities of a rifle, and a pistol. 

Defensive Rifles
Since this is my choice if you can 

only buy one, we should start here. 

A defensive rifle is defined as a 

rifle that is semi automatic, feeds 

from a box magazine, preferably 

20-30 rounds, firing an intermediate 

cartridge, and capable of engaging 

targets up to a minimum of 300 

meters accurately. 

Semi automatic means the 

weapon fires one round every 

time the trigger is squeezed. 

This allows for rapid fire. Rapid 

fire is not the best option when 

compared to aimed accurate fire, 

but in a close range defensive 

situation the rapid-fire capability is 

a necessity. While a lever action 

or bolt-action rifle can be fired fast 

in a pinch they are handicapped 

when compared to a modern 

defensive firearms rate of fire. 

The box magazine does not need 

to be removable, but it is preferred. 

Weapons like the SKS often 

feature fixed magazines, but are 

still capable weapons. A removable 

magazine does facilitate faster 

reloads, but an SKS primed with 

ity magazine you can obtain in 

your state. 

The reason I suggest a weapon 

like this, examples being an AR 

15 or AKM/47* variant is because 

these weapons are easy to use, 

lightweight, and reliable. They 

also are the best weapons for 

fighting and self-defense. They 

may somewhat lack as hunting 

rifles, but they can do the job 

when called upon.  (AKM is the 

proper term for AK 47 series rifles 

in 7.62 x 39. It reflects modern 

manufacturing techniques.)

We will go into these rifles a bit 

more later, these are the weapons 

I suggest if you can only buy one. 

They are a jack-of-all-trades type 

weapon that can be decently used 

for most jobs. (Outside of long 

range precision shooting)  

Another weapon I consider a 

necessity is a good duty sized 

pistol. If you can only buy one 

make it a rifle, however, if you can 

buy two, make one a pistol. I like a 

large duty sized pistol, with a high 

capacity. A pistol can of course act 

as a back up, but it can also act 

as a concealed carry. Not every 

disaster / SHTF situation will you be 

permitted to walk the streets with 
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larity it could easily be known 

as America’s rifle. The AR 15 

is most commonly chambered 

in 5.56 and 223, but due to its 

popularity one could find an AR 

variant in nearly any caliber. 

I suggest a new gun owner 

keeping to the original 5.56/223 

variants. The reason being is the 

5.56/223 variant is much more 

common, more affordable, and 

plenty capable. The round is 

also much cheaper and easily 

available nearly anywhere. 

The AR 15’s popularity has 

developed a wide range of 

different accessories and 

aftermarket add-ons. Anyone 

buying an AR 15 rifle can rest 

assured they can customize it to 

whatever specs they require. An 

AR can be a carbine style rifle 

developed for short and medium 

ranges, or a precision platform 

depending on the components 

anytime soon. For example, I 

mentioned the MSAR AUGS, which 

are great rifles. However MSAR is 

going out of business, so where will 

support come from, like spare parts 

when something breaks? 

AR 15
The AR 15 rifle is the civilian 

variant of the militaries M16 and 

M4 series of rifle. The weapon 

is one of the most prolific in 

existence. The AR does not stand 

for assault rifle, but for Armalite, 

the original manufacturer. These 

days, with the weapon’s popu-

The reason being is that both 

weapons are superbly popular, 

easy to use, and capable of being 

excellent fighting weapons. AR 15s 

and AK 47s are so popular that 

there are tons of different options 

at varying and competitive prices. 

Aside from that there is tons and 

tons of aftermarket support for 

them. You can find magazines, 

accessories, ammo, upgrades, all 

very easily. 

With so many clones and copies, 

and variations you can also find 

spare parts easily and cheaply, 

and they won’t be going anywhere 

So which Rifle?

W ell, there are lots and lots of options out 

there, you have the MSAR AUG, the Israeli 

Tavor, the Remington ACR, and the list can 

keep going all day long. The two rifles I do suggest are 

the AR 15 and the AK 47. The reason being is that both 

weapons are superbly popular, easy to use, and capable of 

being excellent fighting weapons. 
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•	 Nikon P223 is an affordable 

budget optic that works 

tremendously well. The 

optic features a bullet drop 

compensator and come sit at 

under 200 dollars. The optic 

itself is specifically designed 

for the AR 15 rifle. 

IRON SIGHTS An optic has 

become the primary sighting 

system for most rifles in military, 

police and civilian hands. However 

every rifle should have a backup 

set of iron sight attached to it. Iron 

sights are more difficult to break, 

do not run out of batteries, and 

weigh nearly nothing. A good set 

of fold down sights is cheaper than 

an optic and can simply fold out of 

the way. 

•	 Magpul MBUS sights are 

polymer-folding sights that 

are lightweight and extremely 

easy to use. They attach to 

standard pica tinny rails and 

are quite affordable.

•	 BCM folding sights -  

these metal sights are a bit 

heavier, but they are also 

much stronger. The downside 

is the cost, but they are made 

to be extremely durable and 

long lasting. 

magazines utilized by the 

military, and they don’t just talk 

the talk, they walk the walk too. 

•	 MagPul Pmags - These are 

polymer based magazines 

that are tough as nails. They 

are lightweight and extremely 

available and affordable.

OPTICS. The military has 

standardized optics for every 

infantry soldier and for good 

reason. An optic gives a shooter 

a whole new advantage. When 

magnified they make longer shots 

easier, and non-magnified reflex 

sights are much easier to use at 

close range. Marines equipped 

with optics were scoring so 

many headshots in Iraq a formal 

investigation was launched to 

make sure they weren’t executing 

people. Optics range greatly in 

price, but a quality optic doesn’t 

always have to break the bank. My 

favorites include:

•	 Trijicon ACOG 4x fixed 

power optic that is quite 

expensive. The favorite of 

Marines, this optic features 

a bullet drop compensator 

for 5.56 ammunition. Make 

sure you get the variant for 

you barrel length. 

used. I suggest sticking to a simple 

M4 variant with a 16-inch barrel 

and a collapsible stock. This is a 

good all around rifle. 

A basic AR platform has the 

capability to be effective out to 500 

yards. The Marine Corps requires 

Marine to qualify yearly with their 

rifle, with a 500 yard finishing 

stage. So anyone doubting the 

effective range of an AR can turn 

to Marines to prove them wrong. 

The most common magazine 

utilized in the AR 15 is the 30 round 

variety, but magazines can go from 

5 rounds to 90 round drums and 

beyond. I suggest sticking to 30 

round magazines for simplicity’s 

sake, as they tend to be both 

affordable and reliable. That leads 

us to our first accessory for ARs. 

MAGAZINES. Most malfunctions 

for any weapon are caused by 

either magazines or poor quality 

ammunition. That being said I 

cannot stress enough that you 

utilize quality magazines. Luckily, 

these days’ magazines are 

cheap due to the high amount of 

competition, and many are high 

quality. The models I suggest are: 

•	 OKAY Industries - They 

make genuine USGI issue 
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and most reliable. I tend to stay 

away from Korean magazines 

simply because they have a 

spotty reputation. Outside of 

Eastern Euro mags, I like;

•	 Magpul Pmags- Fairly new 

to the AK magazine game 

Magpul released their quality 

magazines at a great price. 

These polymer mags are 

much lighter than standard 

steel mags, but just as tough. 

•	 Yugo BHO- BHO stands for 

bolt hold open. Traditionally 

the AK 47 does not have a 

last round hold open feature, 

however, with this magazine 

that changes entirely. The 

Yugo magazines are current 

production for the Yugo 

military. Excellent maga-

popularity, price, and how com-

mon it is. The 7.6 x 39mm does 

have more recoil than the 5.56, 

but as history has shown people 

of all sizes have no issue handling 

an AK. The 7.62 x 39 features 

superior hard cover penetration 

compared to the 5.56. The biggest 

issue with an AK 47 is its limited 

300-meter effective range. That 

being said a skilled shooter can 

utilize the weapon further.

MAGAZINES. AK magazines are 

everywhere, they can be made 

from polymer or steel and are 

quite affordable. A few specialty 

magazines can be expensive, but 

on the whole they can be very 

cheap. Standard steel mags are 

often an excellent choice, and I 

suggest Eastern European. Euro 

mags seem to be the cheapest 

AKM / AK 47 
series
While the AR rifle is the most 

prolific and popular in America, 

the AK series of rifles are the 

most popular in the world. People 

who know absolutely nothing 

about guns can identify the rifle. 

It graces the flag of Mozambique 

and has been in the hands of 

freedom fighters, terrorists, and 

soldiers alike. 

AKs are like ARs, the popularity 

has driven the market. Outside 

of the popularity driving the 

accessory market, the wide 

variety of military forces have 

also encouraged numerous 

variants. AKs can be found with 

side folding, under folding, and 

fixed stocks, a variety of different 

muzzle devices, and everything 

from metal, to wood, to polymer 

furniture. Accessories are available 

and common for the weapon.

AK rifles are most commonly 

chambered in 7.62 x 39, but 

can be found in 5.56, 5.45, 308, 

and the list goes on and on. The 

weapons are so popular that they 

can be found in any caliber. I 

suggest the 7.62 x 39 due to it’s 
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when you are using your 

hands for something else. 

With a single point you should 

try and keep one hand on 

the weapon. They excel for 

use with short weapons, like 

carbine AR 15s and AK 47s

	f Two points are very 

traditional and simple. They 

are versatile and allow the 

weapon to be carried cross 

body, over the shoulder or on 

the back easily. They allow 

you to drop the weapon and 

the sling will hold in place 

well. For two points I suggest 

a tactical two point, not a field 

or hunting two points. 

	f Three points are the most 

retention friendly. They are 

also a mess of straps that 

easily entangles in other 

gear. They make carrying 

large weapons like a full size 

AR 15s a bit easier. 

A few examples for 
easier shopping.

•	 Single Point- Magpul MS3 

Single point

•	 Two Point- VTAC MK2

•	 Three Point- Blackhawk 

universal swift swing.

can be dialed in quite easily. 

Like the AK, these optics are 

tough as nails and nice and 

heavy. They are fixed optics 

usually between 4 to 6 power 

magnification. 

•	 KOBRA red dot is another 

popular military optic designed 

for AK series of weapons. They 

are designed for close range 

fighting, and are not magnified. 

They use a famous open 

collimator reticle that is designed 

to excel in close range combat. 

IRON SIGHTS - The flat top, no 

irons sights look never made it 

to the AK world. AKs come with 

super simple open sights. They 

aren’t the best, but they work. 

Slings
The sling portion applies to 

both the AR and AKM series, as 

slings are rarely weapon specific. 

Slings essentially come in three 

varieties, single point, two point 

and three point. Each sling has its 

advantages and disadvantages. 

	f Single points tend to be the 

most maneuverable and work 

well with body armor and 

tactical vests. However, they 

also tend to bounce around 

zines all around. Heavy and 

strong enough to be a weapon 

themselves.

OPTICS. Optics on an AK are hit 

or miss. Most American optics 

are not designed for AK 47 rifles, 

so one needs to look to the west. 

First off most AKs will mount an 

optic with a side-mounted device. 

On the left side of an AK is an odd 

looking ledge, directly above the 

trigger and continuing forward of 

it. This is where one would mount 

an AK scope, or scope mount. 

Typically an AK scope mount will 

be topped with a pica tinny rail to 

mount any optic the user desires. 

Now I said look to the east, by that 

I mean Russian/Eastern European 

optics designed for the AK series. 

An excellent source of such optics 

is Kalinka Optics, a small veteran 

ran company specializing in 

Eastern European optics. Some 

optics come with a side-mounted 

rail already, others are outfitted with 

pica tinny scope rings. 

•	 POSP scopes are perfect for 

the AK and are designed as 

such. They feature a bullet 

drop reticle set for the most 

common Russian ammunition. 

They are illuminated and 
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double stack weapon, with nice 

big sights, similar to what the 

police and military carry. Often 

a useful feature is the inclusion 

of a rail system to allow the 

mounting of a good flashlight. 

This allows a more successful 

nighttime engagement while still 

having two hands on the weapon. 

Handguns come in two flavors, 

the automatic, and the revolver, 

we’ll look at both now. 

Automatic
Automatics, or semi automatics, 

aka pistols, are the more modern 

and currently more popular of 

the handgun realm. An automatic 

is not fully automatic, but is an 

automatic self-loading weapon. 

These weapons feed from 

magazines most commonly 

inserted into the grip on the pistol. 

Automatics come in a wide variety 

of different calibers, but the so-

concealed without much diffi-

culty, A good handgun should be 

reliable, powerful, accurate, and of 

good quality. 

So what are some good handguns? 

Well within the last decade concealed 

carry has exploded and more and 

more people are buying handguns. 

While this has spawned mostly 

smaller pistol for concealed carry, it 

renewed the pistol as an American 

icon. This resurgence has generated 

numerous new pistol designs, 

including duty-sized weapons. 

Now what I mean by duty sized 

weapon is a large, preferably 

Drums are often unreliable as 

well, and are known to be plagued 

with problems. There is a very 

real reason we have never seen 

drums in widespread military use. 

Their higher capacity advantages 

is not worth their price, the amount 

of space they take up, and the 

necessary maintenance required 

to make them run. 

Handguns 
A good duty handgun should always 

be used to complement a rifle. The 

fact they can be concealed with 

ease is their major advantage. Even 

a full sized pistol can be effectively 

What About Drums? 

D rums are not the best choice for a semi automatic 

rifle. First off drums are extremely expensive 

when compared to magazines. A quality drum, 

like a MAGPUL variant costs around 120 and holds sixty 

rounds, whereas a 30 round Magpul Pmag costs between 

10 to 14 dollars. 
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taken over the mainstream pistol 

market, including numerous police 

and foreign military contracts. The 

Glock is reportedly a favorite of 

some American special forces.

SIG SAUER P SERIES - The SIG 

SAUER P series is an extremely 

famous design used around the 

world, including use with U.S. 

Navy SEALS. The P series are 

Double action/Single action 

designs, all steel with an exposed 

hammer, and decocker. 

Revolvers
Revolvers have more or less 

fallen out of favor with modern 

police and military forces to the 

automatic pistol. However the 

revolver is an American mainstay 

and it will always be. The 

American fascination with the 

old west has done wonders for 

suggest sticking with the big three 

over less powerful calibers like 

the 380. The big three typically 

features tamable recoil in duty 

sized weapons and is plenty 

controllable for most people. 

Automatics are going to require 

multiple magazines to keep 

them fed, and keep in the fight. 

So when choosing your weapon 

insure magazines are available 

and affordable. As I mentioned my 

P09 by CZ is my favorite handgun, 

however magazines are not 

common locally and are often in 

the mid 40-dollar range. However 

a Glock 17 magazine could be 

found for around 25 dollars and 

are plentiful at any gun store. 

Examples of 
Modern Autos

GLOCKS - Available in nearly any 

caliber you could desire Glocks have 

called big three is what you should 

look into. The big three refers to the 

9mm, 40 S&W, and 45 ACP. These 

calibers are by far the common, 

available, and affordable of pistol 

calibers in the United States. 

All three calibers are plenty capable 

and the choice of any three should 

be based on what the shooter is 

most comfortable and reliable with. 

More important than caliber size 

when it comes to shooting is shot 

placement. I tell my students that 

the human heart doesn’t know the 

difference between a 9mm and a 45 

ACP. Second to shot placement is 

penetration, the caliber needs to be 

able to hit at what you’re aiming at. 

The FBI’s ballistic test to determine 

if a caliber is significantly lethal is 

its ability to penetrate 12 inches of 

ballistic gel. The big three are all 

capable of doing so. This is why I 
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materials used, and what exactly 

their purpose is. A good quality 

holster can make carrying even 

the largest pistol comfortable. 

Holsters are best used when they 

are designed for the weapon. 

Many people will choose a 

cheaper ‘universal’ holster which 

is far from comfortable with all day 

carry. So automatics and revolvers 

are much different in design and 

do require different holster options. 

Because of the wide variety of 

different holsters out there, and 

their different designs, it’s difficult 

to go over all of them. So for this 

we will stick to the most common, 

comfortable and basic outside the 

waistband, hip mounted holster. 

Leather vs. 
Kydex
So if you start searching for 

holster online or in store sit will 

often come down to leather or 

kydex in the high quality holster 

arena. Leather for the longest 

time was the standard for 

holsters. Leather is high qual-

ity for sure, but is a bit obsolete. 

Kydex is a more modern polymer 

design that is resistant to the 

environment, and as well as more 

damage proof. Kydex is now 

fixed barrel design. 

The largest disadvantage of 

revolvers is their limited capacity, 

typically 6 rounds, but can be 

stretched to 7, 8, or even 9 rounds 

in certain calibers. With a 357/38 

you can top out at 8 rounds. 

Revolvers are typically slower to 

reload, but can be facilitated with 

speed loaders, or speed strips. 

Examples of 
Modern Revolvers

SMITH AND WESSON R8 - This 

ultra modern revolver is capable of 

holding 8 rounds of 357 Magnum. 

Topped with an under barrel rail 

to attach lights or lasers. This 

revolver is expensive, but is an 

extremely capable weapon. 

RUGER GP100 - The GP100 

is Ruger’s duty sized six shot 

revolver chambered in 357 

Magnum (Other calibers as 

well). The GP100 is not exactly 

a budget revolver, but is more 

than affordable for such a quality 

weapon. The GP100 is a classic 

design, and it’s built like a tank. 

Holsters 
Every handgun needs a quality 

holster to carry the weapon. 

Holsters vary greatly in designs and 

the revolver. Outside of nostalgia 

the revolver does have a few 

advantages over an automatic, 

and a few downsides. 

Many will point out and say 

revolvers don’t jam, and that’s true. 

A modern auto will not jam with 

quality magazines and ammunition. 

So an immediate advantage will be 

the fact that a revolver can use the 

cheapest, dirtiest ammo you can 

find, and you do not need to worry 

about the magazines. 

Revolvers can also fire magnum 

cartridges in a more compact 

package than the automatics. 

Speaking of calibers there is really 

only two that are affordable for 

a bulk purchase. The 38 Special 

and 357 Magnum are the only two 

revolver cartridges I could suggest 

for a revolver. 

A 357 Magnum round is 

substantially more powerful than 

any of the big three auto cartridges. 

A 357 Magnum can also be 

used as a more effective hunting 

cartridge, doubling its potential 

uses. A 357 Magnum revolver 

can also fire a 38 Special round, 

making it softer shooting and easier 

to handle. Revolvers are also often 

inherently more accurate due to its 
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option that is still considered a quality 

holster is the Thumbdrive holster. This 

holster uses a similar thumb release 

device as the Safariland. The holster 

is entirely polymer kydex, and like 

the Safariland is capable of being 

mounted in a variety of configurations. 

The holster is available for most 

popular pistols as well. 

Revolver  
Holsters
G-CODE REVOLVER STANDARD 

- These modern kydex holsters 

use a passive retention device to 

hold your revolver in place. The G 

Code has holsters for all common 

barrel lengths including 2, 4, 

and 6-inch models. The G Code 

holsters are exceptional holster, 

designed and built in Americans by 

a veteran owned company. 

BLACKHAWK LEATHER 

HOLSTERS - Designed for duty 

sized revolvers, this traditional 

leather holster uses a traditional 

thumb strap to retain the weapon. 

For the traditionalist out there this 

leather holster is an excellent, 

and affordable option for the six 

gunner out there. This holster is 

available for both the Smith and 

Wesson Revolvers as well as 

Ruger revolvers.

the most common holster among 

police and military. Leather does 

conform to the body and is often 

considered more comfortable to 

deep concealment carry, but as 

a duty holster it is more easily 

damaged and deformed. In my 

opinion (And the police and Marine 

Corps) kydex is the way to go for 

long lasting duty use. However if 

one chooses to use leather I do 

suggest the purchase of leather 

protectant to help extend the life of 

your holster.  

Automatic 
Holsters
SAFARILAND 6390 Safariland 

is legendary for making strong 

and dependable holsters that can 

outlast their user in most cases. 

The 6390 is one of their duty 

holsters and is fitted with a thumb 

activated retention device. This 

means the weapon cannot be 

drawn unless that thumb release 

is activated. The 6390 has a wide 

number of different mounts so the 

holster can be worn in a variety 

of configurations. The 6390 is 

available for a wide of different 

pistols including Glocks, S&W, and 

SIG SAUER weapons. 
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CONCLUSION
The gun world is exploding 

at the moment. The options 

for handguns and rifles are 

enormous. I have barely 

scratched the surface on 

options and gear for your 

weapon. This includes mag 

pouches, flashlights, lasers, 

etc. However, this does give 

the new gun owner a basic 

idea of what is out there. It 

would take an encyclopedia 

to show every model of rifle, 

and other encyclopedia for 

pistols, and consider one 

for holsters, optics, slings, 

sights. It’s a big world, and 

maybe my suggestions aren’t 

for you, but use this as a 

primer to understand where 

to look and what to try. 

Thank you for reading, and I 

hope you knew gun owners 

out there learned a thing or 

two. The only advice I can 

offer without any reservation 

is too seek quality, and safe 

training. Learn to use your 

weapons, your gear, and 

your accessories. Training is 

the best way to learn what 

works for you and what 

doesn’t. Not only that, but 

learning your weapon inside 

and out will make you more 

effective in a fight.


